Rutgers Nu Rho Psi presents...

AXON Conference

Advancing Cross-disciplinary Outreach in Neuroscience

Date: Friday, 3/27/20
Location: Academic Building Rm 1180/Honors College Druskin Lounge
(more details on the schedule to come!)

The Rutgers Chapter of Nu Rho Psi National Honors Society invites all students conducting research in neuroscience-related fields to submit abstracts of their past or ongoing research projects for our first annual regional research symposium in collaboration with other chapters from New York and Pennsylvania. The event will include speakers on brain machine interface research, workshops on post-graduation plans for science majors, and student poster session of neuroscience-related research projects.

Refreshments will be served.

In alignment with Nu Rho Psi's 2019-2020 Annual Theme, our conference will include a spotlight on Brain Machine Interface focused projects. The symposium will be a great opportunity for students to not only apply their science communication skills, but also network with Rutgers faculty and students, as well as from other schools. Undergraduates currently looking for research positions are also encouraged to attend. Abstracts must be 100-300 words, to be submitted using the Google form below: Deadline now extended through February 15th.

https://forms.gle/5RkFu8KnV1cE9GQZ